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ISCONTOUR 2014 - Tourism Research Perspectives
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. For undergraduate Principles of Marketing courses. Real people making real choices
Marketing: Real People, Real Choices is the only text to introduce marketing from the perspective of real people, who make
real marketing decisions, at leading companies everyday. Timely, relevant, and dynamic, this reader-friendly text shows
readers how marketing concepts are implemented, and what they really mean in the marketplace. The 9th Edition presents
more information than ever on the core issues every marketer needs to know, including value, analytics and metrics, and
ethical and sustainable marketing. And with new examples and assessments, the text helps readers actively learn and
retain chapter content, so they know what’s happening in the world of marketing today.

Strategic Marketing Management: Theory and Practice
Marketing attempts to influence the way consumers behave. These attempts have implications for the organizations making
the attempt, the consumers they are trying to influence, and the society in which these attempts occur. We are all
consumers and we are all members of society, so consumer behavior, and attempts to influence it, are critical to all of us.
This text is designed to provide an understanding of consumer behavior. This understanding can make us better consumer,
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better marketers, and better citizens. A primary purpose of this text is to provide the student with a usable, managerial
understanding of consumer behavior.-Pref.

Rocket Propulsion Elements
Death has never been more visible to consumers. From life insurance to burial plots to estate planning, we are constantly
reminded of consumer choices to be made with our mortality in mind. Religious beliefs in the afterlife (or their absence)
impact everyday consumption activities. Death in a Consumer Culture presents the broadest array of research on the topic
of death and consumer behaviour across disciplinary boundaries. Organised into five sections covering: The Death Industry;
Death Rituals; Death and Consumption; Death and the Body; and Alternate Endings, the book explores topics from celebrity
death tourism, pet and online memorialization; family history research, to alternatives to traditional corpse disposal
methods and patient-assisted suicide. Work from scholars in history, religious studies, sociology, psychology, anthropology,
and cultural studies sits alongside research in marketing and consumer culture. From eastern and western perspectives,
spanning social groups and demographic categories, all explore the ubiquity of death as a physical, emotional, cultural,
social, and cosmological inevitability. Offering a richly unique anthology on this challenging topic, this book will be of
interest to researchers working at the intersections of consumer culture, marketing and mortality.

Launch! Advertising and Promotion in Real Time
Consumer Behavior
For undergraduate and graduate courses in global marketing The excitement, challenges, and controversies of global
marketing. Global Marketing reflects current issues and events while offering conceptual and analytical tools that will help
students apply the 4Ps to global marketing. MyMarketingLab for Global Marketing is a total learning package.
MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program that truly engages students in learning. It helps
students better prepare for class, quizzes, and exams–resulting in better performance in the course–and provides educators
a dynamic set of tools for gauging individual and class progress.

Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 9th Edition EPUB Reg Card Loose-Leaf Print
Companion Set
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MyLab Marketing -- Print Offer -- for Consumer Behaviour, Eighth Canadian Edition
We change our identities faster than a chameleon changes color. On Monday, you may be a Hugo Boss suit-wearing
salaryman who listens to Adele, reads The Wall Street Journal, quaffs a greasy burger for lunch, and tunes in to Fox News.
Come Saturday, out come the tats from underneath the starched collar, you ditch the suit for a Kid Dangerous tee and Vans
kicks, you down a tuna poké with a craft beer, and listen to Imagine Dragons while you check out the latest issue of High
Times. Just what lifestyle category do you belong to? Good luck to the marketer who tries to describe you. Today's
postmodern consumer defies categorization--sometimes deliberately. S/he yearns to be liberated from cubicles, labels,
"market segments," and especially those confining walls that restrict him or her from expressing the unique self that's
constructed out of all the lifestyle "raw materials" that marketers of many stripes have to offer. We love to put people into
categories, and often into super-neat dichotomies--and call it a day. Those walls used to be solid, and marketers relied upon
them to build a structure that formed the basis of their traditional strategic worldview. But now many of these walls are
crumbling--and fast. In this book, I'll describe many familiar walls that form the bedrock of marketing strategy and thought
today. Then I'll demolish them. When you look beyond the walls, you'll see new opportunities for your business.

Consumer Behavior
Global Marketing, Global Edition
Fundamental Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
Participatory Health through Social Media explores how traditional models of healthcare can be delivered differently
through social media and online games, and how these technologies are changing the relationship between patients and
healthcare professionals, as well as their impact on health behavior change. The book also examines how the hospitals,
public health authorities, and inspectorates are currently using social media to facilitate both information distribution and
collection. Also looks into the opportunities and risks to record and analyze epidemiologically relevant data retrieved from
the Internet, social media, sensor data, and other digital sources. The book encompasses topics such as patient
empowerment, gamification and social games, and the relationships between social media, health behavior change, and
health communication crisis during epidemics. Additionally, the book analyzes the possibilities of big data generated
through social media. Authored by IMIA Social Media working group, this book is a valuable resource for healthcare
researchers and professionals, as well as clinicians interested in using new media as part of their practice or research.
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Presents a multidisciplinary point of view providing the readers with a broader perspective Brings the latest case studies
and technological advances in the area, supported by an active international community of members who actively work in
this area Endorsed by IMIA Social Media workgroup, guaranteeing trustable information from the most relevant experts on
the subject Examines how the hospitals, public health authorities, and inspectorates are currently using social media to
facilitate both information distribution and collection

Practical Ethnography
Conquering Consumerspace: Marketing Strategies For A Branded World
Fashion is a driving force that shapes the way we live--it influences apparel, hairstyles, art, food, cosmetics, cars, music,
toys, furniture, and many other aspects of our daily lives that we often take for granted. Fashion is a major component of
popular culture--one that is everchanging. With a solid base in social science, and in economic and marketing research,
"Consumer Behavior: In Fashion" provides a comprehensive analysis of today's fashion consumer. Up-to-date, thoughtprovoking information is presented in an engaging everyday context that helps students, business people and scholars
understand how fashion shapes the everyday world of consumers. Among other special features, this comprehensive text:
Starts each chapter with a consumer scenario used to analyze concepts covered in the chapter Relates consumer behavior
concepts specifically to fashion products and processes Integrates the rapidly-evolving domain of fashion e-commerce Uses
numerous fashion ads to explore how fashion companies attempt to communicate with their markets Includes both a
marketing and consumer approach to the business of fashion Highlights both good and bad aspects of fashion marketing
and offers a chapter on consumer and business ethics, social responsibility, and environmental issues Includes a chapter on
consumer protection by business, government, and independent agencies

Consumer Behaviour
Advances in Advertising Research (Vol. 2)
Proceedings of the ISCONTOUR The aim of the International Student Conference in Tourism Research (ISCONTOUR) is thus
to offer students a unique platform to present their research and to establish a mutual knowledge transfer forum for
attendees from academia, industry, government and other organisations. The annual conference, wich is jointly organised
by the IMC University of Applied Sciences Krems and the Salzburg University of Applied Sciences, will take place
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alternatively at the locations Salzburg and Krems. The conference research chairs are Prof. (FH) Dr. Roman Egger (Salzburg
University of Applied Sciences) and Prof. (FH) Mag. Christian Maurer (University of Applied Sciences Krems). The target
audience include international students (also PhDs), graduates, teachers and lecturers from the field of tourism and leisure
management as well as companies and anyone interested in the conference topic areas. Issues to be covered at the
conference include the following areas within a tourism context: Marketing & Management Tourism Product Development &
Sustainability Information and Communication Technologies

Death in a Consumer Culture
Better Experiences Better Solutions Better Business Better Business 2ce provides Introduction to Business instructors and
students with an improved digital user experience that supports new teaching models, including: hybrid courses; active
learning; and learning outcome-focused instruction. MyBizLab delivers proven results in helping individual students
succeed. It provides engaging experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure learning for each student. For the
Second Canadian edition, MyBizLab includes powerful new learning resources, including a new set of online lesson
presentations to help students work through and master key business topics, a completely re-structured Study Plan for
student self-study, and a wealth of engaging assessment and teaching aids to help students and instructors explore unique
learning pathways.

Consumer Behavior
This particular research is aimed at finding the marketing implication of influence of social class on consumer behavior for
Sainsbury. Social classes differ in respect of behaviors, attitudes, and preferences. To investigate the consumer behavior
and social class relationship, triangulation methodology has been adopted. A sample of 75 consumers of Sainsbury has
been selected through convenience sampling. A questionnaire has been designed to collect data from sample. The findings
showed that most of the respondents belonged to middle and lower social classes. The research found that middle and
lower classes spend major part of their income on food and necessities of life whereas upper class spends its income on
luxuries. It has been found that upper class uses internet for getting information about products and services of Sainsbury.
Middle class uses televisions and newspaper for getting information about products and services of company. Upper class
has more intentions of online shopping as compared to other classes. Upper classes have more attitude of investing in
profitable projects. It has been found that lower and middle classes use credit cards for shopping and take bank loans for
fulfilling their needs. Marketers can identify needs and preferences of different social classes from results of this particular
research. Research has been limited to the findings only which have been collected from a small sample.
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Marketing Revel Access Card
Consumer Behavior
This book is a comprehensive, practical presentation of the principles of behavior modification and guidelines for their
application. It teaches forms of behavior modification ranging from helping children learn necessary life skills to training
pets, to solving personal behavior problems.

Fashion Marketing
Marketing
‘Clothing that is not purchased or worn is not fashion’ (to paraphrase Armani) Knowledge of marketing is essential to help
ensure success and reduce the risk of failure in fashion. For the designer starting up in business, this book offers a guide to
the major decisions that will enable you to fulfil your creative potential and be a financial success: What are the major
trends we should be monitoring?; How should we set our prices?; What is the most effective way to get our message across
about the new product range?; Which colour-wash will be the most popular with buyers? Marketing is now a firmly
established element of most fashion and clothing courses. Fashion Marketing is written to meet students’ requirements and
has many features making it essential reading for anyone involved in the fashion and clothing business: · deals with
contemporary issues in fashion marketing · up-to-date examples of global good practice · exclusively about fashion
marketing · a unique contribution on range planning with a practical blend of sound design sense and commercial realism ·
a balance of theory and practice, with examples to illustrate key concepts · clear worked numerical examples to ensure that
the ideas are easily understood and retained · over 50 diagrams · a glossary of the main fashion marketing terms and a
guide to further reading · a systematic approach to fashion marketing, not hyperbole or speculation. The new edition has
been updated throughout with new material on different promotional media, visual marketing and international marketing
research; and new coverage of internal marketing, supply chain management, international marketing communications as
well as the role of the internet. See www.blackwellpublishing.com/easey for supporting pack for tutors, including PowerPoint
slides for each chapter plus ideas and exercises for seminars.

Consumer Behaviour
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NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and
purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with
the seller before completing your purchase. For undergraduate Principles of Marketing courses. This package includes
MyMarketingLab TM . Real people making real choices Marketing: Real People, Real Choices is the only text to introduce
marketing from the perspective of real people, who make real marketing decisions, at leading companies everyday. Timely,
relevant, and dynamic, this reader-friendly text shows readers how marketing concepts are implemented, and what they
really mean in the marketplace. The 9th Edition presents more information than ever on the core issues every marketer
needs to know, including value, analytics and metrics, and ethical and sustainable marketing. And with new examples and
assessments, the text helps readers actively learn and retain chapter content, so they know what s happening in the world
of marketing today. Personalize learning with MyMarketingLab MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps
them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. 013463960X / 9780134639604 Marketing: Real
People, Real Choices Plus MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134292669 /
9780134292663 Marketing: Real People, Real Choices 0134293185 / 9780134293189 MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText
-- Access Card -- for Marketing: Real People, Real Choices "

Health Psychology
The second Canadian edition of Health Psychology: Biopsychosocial Interactions integrates multidisciplinary research and
theory to help students understand the complex connections between psychology and health. This comprehensive yet
accessible textbook covers the biopsychosocial factors that impact human health and wellness, placing particular emphasis
on the distinctive characteristics of the Canadian health care system, the issues and challenges unique to Canadian culture,
and the most recent Canadian research in the field of health psychology. Clear, student-friendly chapters examine topics
such as coping with stress and illness, lifestyles for enhancing health and preventing illness, managing pain and discomfort,
getting medical treatment, and living with chronic illness. This fully revised second edition features the latest available data
and research from across Canada and around the world. New and expanded chapters explore psychosocial factors in aging
and dying, legalized marijuana use in Canada, the link between inflammation and depression, Canadian psychosocial
models of pain, recent Medical Assistance in Dying (MAiD) legislation, weight control, eating disorders, and exercise, and
much more. Throughout the text, updated illustrative examples, cross-cultural references, and real-world cases reinforce
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key points and strengthen student comprehension, retention, and interest.

Strategic Marketing Management, 9th Edition
Marketing
Windows Internals
See how the core components of the Windows operating system work behind the scenes—guided by a team of
internationally renowned internals experts. Fully updated for Windows Server(R) 2008 and Windows Vista(R), this classic
guide delivers key architectural insights on system design, debugging, performance, and support—along with hands-on
experiments to experience Windows internal behavior firsthand. Delve inside Windows architecture and internals:
Understand how the core system and management mechanisms work—from the object manager to services to the registry
Explore internal system data structures using tools like the kernel debugger Grasp the scheduler's priority and CPU
placement algorithms Go inside the Windows security model to see how it authorizes access to data Understand how
Windows manages physical and virtual memory Tour the Windows networking stack from top to bottom—including APIs,
protocol drivers, and network adapter drivers Troubleshoot file-system access problems and system boot problems Learn
how to analyze crashes

Better Business
The Dark Side of Social Media: Psychological, Managerial, and Societal Perspectives examines how social media can
negatively affect our lives. The book tackles issues related to social media such as emotional and mental health, shortened
attention spans, selective self-presentation and narcissism, the declining quality of interpersonal relationships, privacy and
security, cyberstalking, cyberbullying, misinformation and online deception, and negative peer effects. It goes on to discuss
social media and companies (loss of power, challenging control mechanisms) and societies as a whole (fake news, chatbots,
changes in the workplace). The Dark Side of Social Media: Psychological, Managerial, and Societal Perspectives empowers
readers to have a more holistic understanding of the consequences of utilizing social media. It does not necessarily argue
that social media is a bad development, but rather serves to complement the numerous empirical findings on the "bright
side" of social media with a cautionary view on the negative developments. Focuses on interpersonal communication
through social media Focuses on psychology of media effects Explores social media issues on both an individual and
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societal level Documents the rise of social media from niche phenomenon to mass market Examines the differences
between creating and consuming content

Marketers, Tear Down These Walls!
A selected compilation of writings by IUFoST organization supporters, Global Themes in Food Science and Technology were
those identified as representing the most important and relevant subjects facing food scientists and technologists today.
Chosen by an international editorial board, these subjects offer insights into current research and developments and were
selected to stimulate additional interest and work in these key areas. The International Union of Food Science and
Technology (IUFoST) is a country-membership organization is the sole global food science and technology organization. It is
a voluntary, non-profit association of national food science organizations linking the world's best food scientists and
technologists. The goals of their work include the international exchange of scientific and technical information, support of
international food science and technology progress, the stimulation of appropriate education and training in these areas,
and the fostering of professionalism and professional organization within the food science and technology community. *The
latest insights into the topics of greatest concern to today's food science and technology professionals *Written by an
international group of academic and professional peers, based on select presentations at IUFoST meeting

Global Issues in Food Science and Technology
FUNDAMENTAL STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES focuses on providing the context of statistics in behavioral
research, while emphasizing the importance of looking at data before jumping into a test. This practical approach provides
students with an understanding of the logic behind the statistics, so they understand why and how certain methods are
used -- rather than simply carry out techniques by rote. Students move beyond number crunching to discover the meaning
of statistical results and appreciate how the statistical test to be employed relates to the research questions posed by an
experiment. Written in an informal style, the text provides an abundance of real data and research studies that provide a
real-life perspective and help students learn and understand concepts. In alignment with current trends in statistics in the
behavioral sciences, the text emphasizes effect sizes and meta-analysis, and integrates frequent demonstrations of
computer analyses through SPSS and R. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Consumer Behaviour in Action
**Winner of the TAA 2017 Textbook Excellence Award** “Social Media Marketing deserves special kudos for its courage in
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tackling the new frontier of social media marketing. This textbook challenges its readers to grapple with the daunting task
of understanding rapidly evolving social media and its users."—TAA Judges Panel Social Media Marketing was the first
textbook to cover this vital subject. It shows how social media fits into and complements the marketer’s toolbox. The book
melds essential theory with practical application as it covers core skills such as strategic planning for social media
applications, incorporating these platforms into the brand’s marketing communications executions, and harnessing social
media data to yield customer insights. The authors outline the "Four Zones" of social media that marketers can use to
achieve their strategic objectives. These include: 1. Community (e.g. Instagram) 2. Publishing (e.g. Tumblr) 3.
Entertainment (e.g. Candy Crush Saga) 4. Commerce (e.g. Groupon) This Second Edition contains new examples, industry
developments and academic research to help students remain current in their marketing studies, as well as a new and
improved user-friendly layout to make the text easy to navigate. The textbook also provides a free companion website that
offers valuable additional resources for both instructors and students. Visit: study.sagepub.com/smm. Readers of the book
are also invited to join the authors and others online by using the hashtag: #smm

Participatory Health Through Social Media
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR combines a foundation in key concepts from marketing, psychology, sociology, and anthropology
with a highly practical focus on real-world applications for today's business environment. The new edition of this popular,
pioneering text incorporates the latest cutting-edge research and current business practices, including extensive coverage
of social media influences, increased consumer power, emerging neuroscience findings, and emotion in consumer decision
making. In addition, the Sixth Edition includes an increased emphasis on social responsibility and ethics in marketing. With
even more real-world examples and application exercises, including new opening examples and closing cases in every
chapter, CONSUMER BEHAVIOR provides a thorough, yet engaging and enjoyable guide to this essential subject, enabling
students and professionals alike to master the skills they need to succeed. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Marketing Research
This volume grew out of research papers presented at the 9th ICORIA (International Conference on Research in Advertising)
which was held at Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain, on June 24-26, 2010. The conference involved advertising,
communication, and marketing scholars located all over the world, thereby setting an example of diversity and plurality in
our ICORIA community.

The Dark Side of Social Media
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Consumer Behaviour in Action introduces marketing students to the fundamental concepts of consumer behaviour in a
contemporary context. The text provides a distinctly balanced approach as it balances theory with practical applications
and research methods for understanding consumers. Practicalexamples and case studies provide global, regional and local
industry examples. Research and insights from fields such as psychology, sociology and complex systems are included.
Extended cases studies covering topics such as Nike, Cricket Australia, Target, and McDonalds in overseas markets,
drawtogether each part of the book to bring together the themes discussed and encourage students to encourage a deeper
understanding of the material. The accompanying enriched oBook and supplementary digital resources provides superior
ready-to-use support for both students and lecturers.

Social Media Marketing
Consumers no longer simply "buy stuff" -- they forge their entire identities around a carefully selected set of brands.
Consequently, they must become active participants in the development and marketing of products. This book details the
factors that contribute to this continuing revolution, and reveals how companies can leverage their customers as an integral
part of their branding and marketing strategies. It contains cutting-edge content, written in a lively, conversational style.

Marketing
Ethnography is an increasingly important research method in the private sector, yet ethnographic literature continues to
focus on an academic audience. Sam Ladner fills the gap by advancing rigorous ethnographic practice that is tailored to
corporate settings where colleagues are not steeped in social theory, research time lines may be days rather than months
or years, and research sponsors expect actionable outcomes and recommendations. Ladner provides step-by-step guidance
at every turn--covering core methods, research design, using the latest mobile and digital technologies, project and client
management, ethics, reporting, and translating your findings into business strategies. This book is the perfect resource for
private-sector researchers, designers, and managers seeking robust ethnographic tools or academic researchers hoping to
conduct research in corporate settings. More information on the book is available at http://www.practicalethnography.com/.

Consumer Behavior and Marketing Strategy
For undergraduate Principles of Marketing courses. Real people making real choices Marketing: Real People, Real Choices is
the only text to introduce marketing from the perspective of real people, who make real marketing decisions, at leading
companies everyday. Timely, relevant, and dynamic, this reader-friendly text shows readers how marketing concepts are
implemented, and what they really mean in the marketplace. The 9th Edition presents more information than ever on the
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core issues every marketer needs to know, including value, analytics and metrics, and ethical and sustainable marketing.
And with new examples and assessments, the text helps readers actively learn and retain chapter content, so they know
what's happening in the world of marketing today. Also available with MyLab Marketing MyLab(tm) Marketing is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with
MyLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab, search for: 013463960X /
9780134639604 Marketing: Real People, Real Choices Plus MyLab Marketing with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0134292669 / 9780134292663 Marketing: Real People, Real Choices 0134293185 / 9780134293189
MyLab Marketing with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Marketing: Real People, Real Choices

The Implications of Consumer Behavior for Marketing A Case Study of Social Class at
Sainsbury
This work shows how the various elements of consumer analysis fit together in an integrated framework, called the Wheel
of Consumer Analysis. Psychological, social and behavioural theories are shown as useful for understanding consumers and
developing more effective marketing strategies. The aim is to enable students to develop skills in analyzing consumers from
a marketing management perspective and in using this knowledge to develop and evaluate marketing strategies. The text
identifies three groups of concepts - affect and cognition, behaviour and the environment - and shows how these they
influence each other as well as marketing strategy. The focus of the text is managerial, with a distinctive emphasis on
strategic issues and problems. Cases and questions are included in each chapter.

Prentice Hall Video Library to Accompany Consumer Behavior
Revel(TM) is Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the
textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how people read,
think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience--for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. Real people making real choices Revel Marketing:
Real People, Real Choices is the only title to introduce marketing from the perspective of real people, who make real
marketing decisions, at leading companies every day. Timely, relevant, and dynamic, the title shows readers how
marketing concepts are implemented, and what they really mean in the marketplace. The 9th Edition presents more
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information than ever on the core issues every marketer needs to know, including value, analytics and metrics, and ethical
and sustainable marketing. And with new examples and assessments, it helps readers actively learn and retain content, so
they know what's happening in the world of marketing today. NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This
ISBN is for the standalone Revel access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link, provided by
your instructor, to register for and use Revel.

Consumer Behavior
Behavior Modification
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Directed primarily toward undergraduate marketing college/university majors, this
text also provides practical content to current and aspiring industry professionals. Marketing Research gives readers a “nuts
and bolts” understanding of marketing research and provides them with extensive information on how to use it. This text
provides the fundamentals of the statistical procedures used to analyze data without dwelling on the more complex and
intricate concepts.

Marketing: Real People, Real Decisions
Strategic Marketing Management: Theory and Practice offers a systematic overview of the fundamentals of marketing
theory, defines the key principles of marketing management, and presents a value-based framework for developing viable
market offerings. The theory presented stems from the view of marketing as a value-creation process that is central to any
business enterprise. The discussion of marketing theory is complemented by a set of practical tools that enable managers
to apply the knowledge contained in the generalized frameworks to specific business problems and market opportunities.
The information on marketing theory and practice contained in this book is organized into eight major parts. The first part
defines the essence of marketing as a business discipline and outlines an overarching framework for marketing
management that serves as the organizing principle for the information presented in the rest of the book. Specifically, we
discuss the role of marketing management as a value-creation process, the essentials of marketing strategy and tactics as
the key components of a company’s business model, and the process of developing an actionable marketing plan. Part Two
focuses on understanding the market in which a company operates. Specifically, we examine how consumers make choices
and outline the main steps in the customer decision journey that lead to the purchase of a company’s offerings. We further
discuss the ways in which companies conduct market research to gather market insights in order to make informed
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decisions and develop viable courses of action. Part Three covers issues pertaining to the development of a marketing
strategy that will guide the company’s tactical activities. Here we focus on three fundamental aspects of a company’s
marketing strategy: the identification of target customers, the development of a customer value proposition, and the
development of a value proposition for the company and its collaborators. The discussion of the strategic aspects of
marketing management includes an in-depth analysis of the key principles of creating market value in a competitive
context. The next three parts of the book focus on the marketing tactics, viewed as a process of designing, communicating,
and delivering value. Part Four describes how companies design their offerings and, specifically, how they develop key
aspects of their products, services, brands, prices, and incentives. In Part Five, we address the ways in which companies
manage their marketing communication and the role of personal selling as a means of persuading customers to choose,
purchase, and use a company’s offerings. Part Six explores the role of distribution channels in delivering the company’s
offerings to target customers by examining the value-delivery process both from a manufacturer’s and a retailer’s point of
view. The seventh part of the book focuses on the ways in which companies manage growth. Specifically, we discuss
strategies used by companies to gain and defend market position and, in this context, address the issues of pioneering
advantage, managing sales growth, and managing product lines. We further address the process of developing new market
offerings and the ways in which companies manage the relationship with their customers. The final part of this book
presents a set of tools that illustrate the practical application of marketing theory. Specifically, Part Eight delineates two
workbooks: a workbook for segmenting the market and identifying target customers and a workbook for developing the
strategic and tactical components of a company’s business model. This part also contains examples of two marketing
plans—one dealing with the launch of a new offering and the other focused on managing an existing offering.
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